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GoPro HERO6 Black
Model Number: CHDHX-601
MSRP: $399.99

HERO6 Black transforms your adventures into incredible
QuickStories right on your phone. With its all new GP1 chip, nextlevel video stabilization and twice the performance, looking good
has never been so easy.

Features: Coming soon

GoPro HERO5 Black
Model Number: CHDHX-502
MSRP: $299.99

HERO5 Black is the most powerful and easy-to-use GoPro ever,
thanks to its 4K video, voice control, one-button simplicity, touch
display and waterproof design. Smooth stabilized video, crystalclear audio and pro-quality photo capture combined with GPS to
make HERO5 Black simply the best GoPro. Directly upload footage
to your GoPro Plus cloud account for easy access on your phone.

Features:
•

Video: 4K30 / 1440p80 / 1080p120

•

Photo: 12MP / 30 FPS / Burst / Time Lapse

•

Waterproof to 33' (10m)

•

Built-In Wi-Fi + Bluetooth®

•

Simple one-button control

•

Video Stabilization

•

Voice Control

•

Auto Upload to Cloud

•

Advanced Noise Reduction
Location Capture

•

Touch Display
RAW + WDR Photos

•

•

GoPro HERO
Model Number: CHDHB-501
MSRP: $199.99

Meet HERO. With a touch screen and durable waterproof
design, it’s easy to score awesome shots of any adventure.
Or use it to capture everyday things from creative new
perspectives. Your moments move right to the GoPro app and
transform into amazing videos, automatically.1 Wherever life
takes you, capture and share your story with HERO.

Features:

•

2-Inch Touch Screen

•

QuikStories Enabled

•

Waterproof + Durable

•

Auto Cloud Backup

•

Voice Control

•

Full HD Video + High-Quality Photos

•

Wi-Fi + Bluetooth®

•

Auto Offload to Your Phone

Headstrap/Quick Clip

Casey GoPro Case

Model Number: ACHOM-001
MSRP: $19.99

Model Number: ABSSC-001
MSRP: $49.99

Includes a Head Strap and a QuickClip for a variety of headmounting options. Fully adjustable to fit all sizes, the Head
Strap can be worn over a helmet or directly on your head to
capture footage from a headlamp-like perspective. The
QuickClip enables ultra-compact, low-profile mounting, and
can be used to attach your GoPro to a backwards baseball
cap or other 3mm to 10mm thick object. Compatibility: All
GoPro cameras

Casey is the perfect GoPro travel and storage solution. It fits
inside a backpack, but is large enough to carry your HERO
cameras, mounts and accessories. The water-resistant, semi-rigid
shell guards against light rain and snow. A padded interior
protects your camera, while removable dividers let you create
customized compartments. Compatibility: All GoPro cameras

Chest Mount Harness "Chesty“

Suction Cup Mount

Model Number: GCHM30-001
MSRP: $39.99

Model Number: AUCMT-302
MSRP: $39.99

The “Chesty" is fully adjustable to fit all sizes. Makes it easy
to capture video and photo footage from, well..your chest.
Perfect for skiing, mountain biking, motocross, paddle
sports, or any activity where you want to get a lower than
the helmet view of the action. See more of your arms,
knees poles, and skis while skiing…or your arms and
handlebars while biking or riding your motorcycle.
Recommended as a more immersive way to film than on
the helmet. What's included: 1 Adjustable Chest Harness,
1 Vertical Surface "J-Hook" Buckle. Compatibility: All GoPro
cameras

Attach your GoPro to cars, boats, motorcycles and
more. This industrial-strength Suction Cup mount is
proven at speeds of 150+ mph and engineered for
stability and a broad range of motion. Adjustable arms
allow for ultra compact mounting. Includes a standard
base and a quick release base for moving conveniently
between shots and locations. For maximum holding
strength, attach to a clean surface. Compatibility: All
GoPro cameras

The Handler 2.0 (Floating Hand Grip)
Model Number: AFHGM-002
MSRP: $29.99
Get a solid grip on your GoPro and keep it afloat better than
ever before with The Handler. This floating hand grip gives
you stability and control to get your shot, and the quick
release base lets you switch between mounts with ease.
Drop it in the water and the bright orange end of the handle
pops to the surface, making it easy to spot.Keeps your GoPro
afloat better than ever before so you can shoot in and
around the water worry-free
Easy to switch between mounts with a quick release base
Makes it easy to aim your camera and capture a bunch of
different angles
Comfortable, non-slip construction for a secure grip
Perfect for surfing, kayaking, wakeboarding and other water
sports
Bright orange cap piece is easy to spot if you ever drop it in
the water
Enables more stable footage than holding the camera by
hand
Wrist strap lanyard included for extra security

Shorty
Model Number: AFTTM-001
MSRP: $39.99
A portable mini extension pole and tripod with a
sleek subtle design that makes it the perfect little
camera partner for all your on-the-go activities.

3-Way Mount
Model Number: AFAEM-001
MSRP: $69.99
This ultra versatile mount can be used three main ways: as a
camera grip, extension arm or tripod. The folding arm is
perfect for POV or follow-cam footage, and makes it easy to
capture selfies without the mount appearing in the shot.
When detached from the arm, the handle doubles as a
camera grip. Stored inside the handle is a lightweight, mini
tripod that can be removed and used on its own or
combined with the handle. Expands to 20" (50.8cm),
collapses to 7.5" (19cm). Compatibility: All GoPro cameras

Bag Pack of 5
Model Number: ABGPK-005
MSRP: $19.99
These drawstring bags provide protection and
organization of your GoPro cameras and
accessories. Keep your GoPro cameras and
accessories safe and organized. Compatibility: All
GoPro cameras

Gooseneck Mount
Model Number: ACMFN-001
This bendable neck delivers versatile cameraangle adjustability, making it easy to capture a
wide range of perspectives. Combine it with
any GoPro mount that features a quick release
base-including the Suction Cup, Jaws: Flex
Clamp, Curved + Flat Adhesive Mounts and
more-or use it on its own as a handheld camera
grip. Multiple Goosenecks can be joined
together for extended length and flexibility.
Measures 8" (20.3cm). Compatibility: All GoPro
cameras

Jaws Flex Clamp
Model Number: ACMPM-001
MSRP: $49.99
Enables a GoPro camera to be clamped to objects
rangingin size from .25" to 2" (.6cm to 5cm) in
diameter. Camera canbe attached directly to the
clamp for low-profile mounting, oruse the optional
neck to achieve a wider range of camera-angle
adjustability. Jaws securely grips irregular shapes
andsuper slim objects thanks to its innovative
design. Compatibility: All GoPro cameras

Smart Remote
Model Number: ARMTE-002
Control your GoPro remotely from distances of up to 600'
(180m) with this wearable, waterproof remote. Perfect for
gear-mounted shots, you can power the camera on/off,
adjust settings, start/stop recording and capture photos.
When used with HERO4 cameras, you can also access the
Settings/Tag button to quickly change settings, or use
HiLight Tag to mark key moments while recording for easy
playback, editing and sharing. Smart Remote enables
control of up to 50 cameras at a time. Mountable and
waterproof to 33' (10m). Compatibility: HERO4, HERO3+,
HERO3

Xtreme 32GB microSD Class 10 UHS-1 Memory
Card
Model Number: 337
MSRP: $39.99
Premium mobile memory solution for your action
camera. The Class 10 microSD extreme give you the
power to quickly and easily capture, play back, and
transfer large, high-quality video files. Compatible
with GoPro Session, HERO4 Silver and HERO4 Black
cameras.

